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Introduction and Research

The Need for Practice

In order to be successful in today’s reading classroom, students must deeply understand both 
concepts and procedures so that they can discuss and demonstrate their understanding .  
Demonstrating understanding is a process that must be continually practiced in order for 
students to be successful .  According to Marzano, “practice has always been, and always 
will be, a necessary ingredient to learning procedural knowledge at a level at which students 
execute it independently” (2010, 83) .  Practice is especially important to help students apply 
reading comprehension strategies and word-study skills . 

Understanding Assessment

In addition to providing opportunities for frequent practice, teachers must be able to 
assess students’ comprehension and word-study skills .  This is important so that teachers 
can adequately address students’ misconceptions, build on their current understanding, 
and challenge them appropriately .  Assessment is a long-term process that often involves 
careful analysis of student responses from a lesson discussion, a project, a practice sheet, 
or a test .  When analyzing the data, it is important for teachers to reflect on how their 
teaching practices may have influenced students’ responses and to identify those areas where 
additional instruction may be required .  In short, the data gathered from assessments should 
be used to inform instruction: slow down, speed up, or reteach .  This type of assessment is 
called formative assessment . 
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180 Days of Reading for Fourth Grade offers teachers and parents a full page of daily reading 
comprehension and word-study practice activities for each day of the school year. 

Easy to Use and Standards Based
These activities reinforce grade-level skills across a variety of reading concepts.  The 
questions are provided as a full practice page, making them easy to prepare and implement 
as part of a classroom morning routine, at the beginning of each reading lesson, or as 
homework.  The weekly focus alternates between fiction and nonfiction standards. 

Every fourth-grade practice page provides questions that are tied to a reading or writing 
standard.  Students are given the opportunity for regular practice in reading comprehension 
and word study, allowing them to build confidence through these quick standards-based 
activities.

Question Common Core State Standards
Days 1–3

1–2 Reading Anchor Standard 1: Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly 
and to make logical inferences from it.

3 Reading Foundational Skills Standard: Know and apply grade-level phonics and word 
analysis skills in decoding words. 

4–5

Reading Anchor Standard 4: Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
including determining technical, connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how 
specific word choices shape meaning or tone or  
Reading Anchor Standard 6: Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content 
and style of a text.

Day 4

1 Reading Anchor Standard 10: Read and comprehend complex literary and 
informational texts independently and proficiently.

2 Reading Anchor Standard 6: Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content 
and style of a text.

3–4 Reading Anchor Standard 1: Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly 
and to make logical inferences from it.

5–6 Reading Anchor Standard 2: Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze 
their development; summarize the key supporting details and ideas.

Day 5

Writing Anchor Standard 4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

How to Use This Book
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Using the Practice Pages

Practice pages provide instruction and assessment opportunities for each day of the 
school year.  The activities are organized into weekly themes, and teachers may wish 
to prepare packets of each week’s practice pages for students.  Days 1, 2, and 3 follow a 
consistent format, with a short piece of text and five corresponding items.  As outlined on 
page 4, every item is aligned to a reading standard.

How to Use This Book (cont.)

Using the Scoring Guide

Use the scoring guide along the side of each practice page to check answers and see at a 
glance which skills may need more reinforcement.

Fill in the appropriate circle for each problem to indicate correct (Y) or incorrect (N) 
responses.  You might wish to indicate only incorrect responses to focus on those skills.  
(For example, if students consistently miss items 2 and 4, they may need additional help 
with those concepts as outlined in the table on page 4.)  Use the answer key at the back of 
the book to score the problems, or you may call out answers to have students self-score or 
peer-score their work.

Directions

© Shell Education 
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SCORE

1. Y N

2. Y N

3. Y N

4. Y N

5. Y N

___ / 5

Total

Name: _______________________________ Date: __________________

DAY

3

WEEK 1

1.  Why do green sea turtles lay their eggs on the beach?
 A so they have friends B to keep them safe
 C to protect their carapaces D because they live there

2.  Which title best fits the main idea?

 A Turtle Eggs
 B Coastal Tropical Waters C Green Sea Turtles
 D Turtle Shells

3.  Which two words share the same suffix?

 A other and her
 B lay and lays
 C sometimes and leaves D feeding and nesting

4.  A synonym for migrate is
 A travel.
 B hatch.
 C coastal.
 D dig.

5.  Which best describes the tone?
 A informative
 B comical
 C dramatic
 D emotional

Read the text and then answer the questions.
Have you ever had a pet turtle?  Green sea turtles are reptiles, just like 

other turtles.  They live in tropical coastal waters.  Green sea turtles are very 

large.  They have flippers for swimming and large, smooth carapaces  

(KAR-uh-peys-uz), or shells, to protect them.  Green sea turtles sometimes 

migrate long distances to go from their feeding grounds to their nesting 

grounds where they lay their eggs.  When a female turtle is ready to lay her 

eggs, she leaves the sea and finds a quiet beach.  She digs a hole in the 

sand with her flippers and lays her eggs.  About two months later, the baby 

turtles hatch.  Then, they make their way back to the sea.  They grow up to be 

adult green sea turtles.

Directions
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SCORE

1. Y N

2. Y N

3. Y N

4. Y N

5. Y N

___ / 5

Total

2
Name: _______________________________ Date: __________________

DAY
WEEK 1

1.  Why do blue whales migrate 

toward the equator during 

the winter?

 A because the water is 

warmer there

 B because they are big

 C because they run out of krill

 D because they don’t like winter

2.  Which sentence is not based 

on information from the text?

 A Blue whales are smaller 

than elephants.

 B Blue whales eat krill.

 C Blue whales are mammals.

 D Blue whales migrate toward the 

equator during the winter.

3.  Which is defined as tiny 

shrimp-like animals?

 A krill

 B mammals

 C migrate

 D baleen

4.  Which definition of live is used?

 A current

 B inhabit

 C prosper

 D stay

5.  What is the author’s purpose?

 A to persuade

 B to entertain

 C to confuse

 D to inform 

Read the text and then answer the questions.

Blue whales are the largest animals on Earth.  They are so large that 

their tongues are about the size of an elephant.  They live in all of the world’s 

oceans, but they migrate toward the equator during the winter.  They are 

mammals.  Blue whales eat tiny shrimp-like animals called krill.  They don’t 

have teeth like you do.  Instead, blue whales have baleen (buh-LEEN).  When 

a blue whale is hungry, it swallows a large amount of water.  Then, it uses its 

huge tongue to force the water out of its mouth.  The baleen keeps the krill 

inside the blue whale’s mouth so it can swallow it.  

Directions
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SCORE

1. Y N

2. Y N

3. Y N

4. Y N

5. Y N

___ / 5

Total

Name: _______________________________ Date: __________________

DAY

1
WEEK 1

1.  What do manatees eat?

 A fish

 B plants

 C snakes

 D sharks

2.  Which title best fits the text?

 A The World of Mammals

 B Riding on a Mini-Bus

 C Living in Florida

 D Manatees: Gentle Giants

3.  Which word has the same root 

as migratory?

 A migraine

 B migrate

 C great

 D grate

4.  Migratory animals are 

animals that

 A move from one place 

to another.

 B eat other animals.

 C stay in one place all year long.

 D lay eggs.  

5.  What type of text would have a 

similar tone?

 A a history book

 B a science-fiction novel

 C a science textbook

 D a travel magazine

Read the text and then answer the questions.

Manatees (MAN-uh-tees) are large mammals.  They live in shallow bodies 

of water.  They are migratory (MAHY-gruh-tawr-ee) animals.  They spend 

winters in Florida’s rivers.  In the summer, they move northwest.  Manatees 

have been sighted as far north as Massachusetts!  Manatees are gentle 

herbivores (HUR-buh-vawrz).  They eat grass and plants.  Manatees can grow 

to be very large.  An adult manatee is about ten feet long.  They weigh  

800–1,200 pounds.  That’s about the size of a small bus!  Manatees are 

mammals, so they need to breathe air.  They come up to the top of the water 

when they need more air.  Manatees can hold their breath for fifteen minutes!  
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A longer text is used for Days 4 and 5.  Students answer more in-depth comprehension 
questions on Day 4 and complete a written response to the text on Day 5.  This longer text 
can also be used for fluency practice (see page 7).

Writing Rubric

Score students’ written response using the rubric below.  Display the rubric for students to 
reference as they write (writingrubric.doc; writingrubric.pdf ).

Points Criteria

4

	 •	 Uses	an	appropriate	organizational	sequence	to	produce	very	clear	and	
coherent writing

	 •	 Uses	descriptive	language	that	develops	or	clarifies	ideas
	 •	 Engages	the	reader
	 •	 Uses	a	style	very	appropriate	to	task,	purpose,	and	audience

3

	 •	 Uses	an	organizational	sequence	to	produce	clear	and	coherent	writing	
	 •	 Uses	descriptive	language	that	develops	or	clarifies	ideas
	 •	 Engages	the	reader
	 •	 Uses	a	style	appropriate	to	task,	purpose,	and	audience

2

	 •	 Uses	an	organizational	sequence	to	produce	somewhat	clear	and	
coherent writing 

	 •	 Uses	some	descriptive	language	that	develops	or	clarifies	ideas
	 •	 Engages	the	reader	in	some	way
	 •	 Uses	a	style	somewhat	appropriate	to	task,	purpose,	and	audience

1

	 •	 Does	not	use	an	organized	sequence;	the	writing	is	not	clear	or	coherent
	 •	 Uses	little	descriptive	language	to	develop	or	clarify	ideas	
	 •	 Does	not	engage	the	reader	
	 •	 Does	not	use	a	style	appropriate	to	task,	purpose,	or	audience

0  Offers no writing or does not respond to the assignment presented

How to Use This Book (cont.)

#50925—180 Days of Reading for Fourth Grade 
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Name: _______________________________ Date: __________________

4–5
DAYS

WEEK 12

Travis and his family were going on vacation.  They would be visiting Travis’s 

Aunt Sondra, Uncle Pete, and his cousin Jason for a week.  His dad loaded all the 

suitcases in the car.  Then, it was time to leave.  

“Dad,” Travis asked anxiously, “did you remember to put my duffel bag in the 

car?  I didn’t see you load it.” 

“Don’t worry, Travis,” his dad told him.  “Everything’s packed, including your 

duffel bag.”

When the family got to the airport, they unloaded their suitcases.  Next, they 

found the right place to check in for their flight.  Then, it was time to get boarding 

passes.  The passes would let them get on the plane.  Once everyone had 

boarding passes, the next step was to go through the security line so everyone 

would have a safe flight.  Finally, Travis and his family got to their gate—the 

waiting area for their plane.

The plane arrived on time.  When the pilot and crew were ready for them, 

everyone boarded and Travis and his family found their seats.  Travis gazed at 

everything.  He wanted to remember every detail so he could describe it to Jason.  

When the flight was ready to take off, Travis and his family buckled their seat 

belts.  Then, they watched a safety video.  

Suddenly, Travis felt the plane 

jerk and then start to move.  “We’re 

taking off!” he said.

“That’s right,” his mom said.  

“Soon we’ll be in the air.” 

Later, Travis was looking out the 

window when his mom nudged him.  

He turned around.  A crew member 

was standing there.  She said, 

“Would you like to see the flight 

deck after we land?” 

“I’d love to!” Travis said.  After they landed, Travis went up to the flight deck 

and met the pilots while the other passengers got off the plane.  He even got 

his picture taken in the pilot’s seat.  “Wow!” he thought.  “Wait until I tell Jason 

about this!” 

A Smooth Ride

Directions

#50925—180 Days of Reading for Fourth Grade 
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SCORE

___ / 4

Name: _______________________________ Date: __________________

5
DAY

WEEK 12

Have you ever been on a plane ride?  If not, what do you think it would 
be like to fly on a plane?  Write about your experience flying, or what you 
think it would be like.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reread “A Smooth Ride.”  Then, read the prompt and respond on the lines below.

Directions
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SCORE

1. Y N

2. Y N

3. Y N

4. Y N

5. Y N

6. Y N

___ / 6

Total

Name: _______________________________ Date: __________________
4

DAY
WEEK 12

1.  The title tells the reader that 
the text is about

 A a family pet with soft fur.

 B riding on a bumpy roller coaster.

 C riding bikes on a trail.

 D a pleasant airplane ride.

2.  From which point of view is the 
text written?

 A third person

 B first person

 C second person

 D multiple points of view

3.  Whom is Travis going to visit?

 A his mom

 B his uncle, aunt, and cousin

 C his dad

 D his brother

4.  Which happens first?

 A Everyone goes through the 
security line.

 B The family finds the right place 
to check in for their flight.

 C The family boards the plane.

 D Everyone gets boarding 
passes.

5.  Travis’s experience most 
closely relates to someone who

 A rides a bike for the first time.

 B travels on a train for the first 
time to visit a relative.

 C travels on an airplane 
frequently.

 D always travels by car to 
visit relatives.

6.  Why is Travis anxious at the 
beginning of the story?

 A He is afraid Dad forgot to  
pack his duffel bag.

 B He does not want to go 
on vacation.

 C He is afraid to go on 
an airplane.

 D He forgot all of his money.

Read “A Smooth Ride” and then answer the questions.
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SCORE

1. Y N

2. Y N

3. Y N

4. Y N

5. Y N

___ / 5

Total

Name: _______________________________ Date: __________________

DAY

1
WEEK 3

1.  What image would tell a reader 
about the text?

	 A	 an image of England

	 B	 an image of the United States

	 C	 an image of a science lab

	 D	 an image of a 
Labrador retriever

2.  Which contains the main idea?

	 A	 the second sentence

	 B	 the third sentence

	 C	 the fourth sentence

	 D	 the last sentence

3.  What is the suffix in hunting?

	 A	 –ing

	 B	 hunt

	 C	 suf–

	 D	 hunting 

4.  What color is a chocolate Lab?

	 A	 black

	 B	 white

	 C	 spotted

	 D	 brown

5.  What is the author’s purpose?

	 A	 to entertain

	 B	 to persuade

	 C	 to instruct

	 D	 to explain

Read the text and then answer the questions.

If you’re looking for a family dog, the Labrador retriever might be the dog 
for you.  Labradors (also called Labs) are originally from Newfoundland.  They 
are now popular all over the world.  In fact, Labs are the most popular breed 
of dog in the United States!  They were first bred to work with fishermen.  
Soon, they became skilled hunting dogs.  Now, Labs are also gentle family 
pets.  They like to be active. They also enjoy being with their families.  
They are smart and learn fast.  Labs come in three different colors: black, 
chocolate, and yellow.  Whichever color of Lab you choose, your Lab will be a 
friendly, loving pet.
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Name: _______________________________ Date: __________________
4–5
DAYS

WEEK 36

Morgan was helping out at her 
mother’s photography studio.  She 
had been working there and learning 
for a few weeks.  Her mom said that 
Morgan did a great job.  The other 
photographers agreed.  One day, 
Morgan asked her mom if she could 
help take a picture.

“I know I’m not ready to use the 
equipment by myself,” she said, “but 
could I at least help?”

“I suppose so,” her mom said.  “I 
have a family coming in at noon today.  
You can help with that photo session.” 

Morgan was excited to meet the 
family and get started.  When they got 
there, her mom introduced herself.  She 
also introduced Morgan.  Then, they 
started to plan the pictures.  The first 
thing to think about was how many people would be in the pictures.  There were 
five people in this family.  They also had to think about the ages of the children.  
There were three kids, and one was a baby.  So Morgan guessed they would use 
toys to make the baby smile.  

Now it was time to choose the background.  Morgan and her mom talked to the 
family about which color they wanted.  The family wanted a light color; her mom 
thought that was a good idea.  So Morgan suggested pale blue.  Everyone said 
that was the right choice.  Next, her mom got the camera.  When the camera was 
set up, her mom had the family sit in several different poses.  She took pictures 
of each pose.  While her mom took the pictures, Morgan used some toys to make 
the baby laugh and smile.  When her mom was done, she asked the family to 
wait for a few minutes.  Then, she put the film disc in the computer and made a 
file with all the poses.  Morgan told the family when her mom was ready for them.  
Then, the family chose the pictures they wanted.  Morgan wrote down their order 
on an order form.  The family thanked Morgan and her mom and left.  Her mom 
said, “You did a super job, Morgan!  Maybe you’ll be a photographer yourself 
when you’re older.” 

Smile For the Camera!
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SCORE

1. Y N

2. Y N

3. Y N

4. Y N

5. Y N

6. Y N

___ / 6

Total

Name: _______________________________ Date: __________________
4

DAY
WEEK 36

1.  What does Morgan not do to 
help with the photo shoot? 

	 A	 helps choose a background

	 B	 gets lunch for everyone

	 C	 makes the baby laugh

	 D	 writes down the family’s order

2.  What is the author’s purpose?

	 A	 to inform

	 B	 to entertain

	 C	 to persuade

	 D	 to instruct

3.  How might this story be 
different if there were no  
babies in the family? 

	 A	 Morgan would not use toys. 

	 B	 Her mom would not get 
the camera.

	 C	 The family would not want a 
light background.

	 D	 Morgan would not write the 
family’s order on an order form.

4.  How does Morgan probably feel 
when her mom says she did a 
super job?

	 A	 proud

	 B	 curious

	 C	 angry

	 D	 jealous

5.  People who like ______ might 
want to be photographers.

	 A	 history

	 B	 mathematics

	 C	 art

	 D	 cooking

6.  Which summarizes the theme 
of this text?

	 A	 It is good to do something that 
is difficult.

	 B	 You can be rewarded for not 
doing a very good job.

	 C	 You can earn trust after putting 
in hard work. 

	 D	 It is helpful to ignore the things 
you really want.

Read “Smile for the Camera!” and then answer 
the questions.
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Teacher Resources

Page Document Title Filename

4 Standards Correlations Chart standards.pdf

6 Writing Rubric
writingrubric.pdf

writingrubric.doc

7 Fluency Assessment fluency.pdf

8 Diagnostic Assessment Directions directions.pdf

10 Practice Page Item Analysis Days 1–3 

pageitem1.pdf

pageitem1.doc

pageitem1.xls

11 Practice Page Item Analysis Days 4–5

pageitem2.pdf

pageitem2.doc

pageitem2.xls

12 Student Item Analysis Days 1–3

studentitem1.pdf

studentitem1.doc

studentitem1.xls

13 Student Item Analysis Days 4–5

studentitem2.pdf

studentitem2.doc

studentitem2.xls
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Practice Pages

The six practice pages for each week are contained in each PDF.  In order to print specific 
days, open the desired PDF and select the pages to print.

Pages Week Filename
15–20 Week 1 week1.pdf
21–26 Week 2 week2.pdf
27–32 Week 3 week3.pdf
33–38 Week 4 week4.pdf
39–44 Week 5 week5.pdf
45–50 Week 6 week6.pdf
51–56 Week 7 week7.pdf
57–62 Week 8 week8.pdf
63–68 Week 9 week9.pdf
69–74 Week 10 week10.pdf
75–80 Week 11 week11.pdf
81–86 Week 12 week12.pdf
87–92 Week 13 week13.pdf
93–98 Week 14 week14.pdf
99–104 Week 15 week15.pdf
105–110 Week 16 week16.pdf
111–116 Week 17 week17.pdf
117–122 Week 18 week18.pdf
123–128 Week 19 week19.pdf
129–134 Week 20 week20.pdf
135–140 Week 21 week21.pdf
141–146 Week 22 week22.pdf
147–152 Week 23 week23.pdf
153–158 Week 24 week24.pdf
159–164 Week 25 week25.pdf
165–170 Week 26 week26.pdf
171–176 Week 27 week27.pdf
177–182 Week 28 week28.pdf
183–188 Week 29 week29.pdf
189–194 Week 30 week30.pdf
195–200 Week 31 week31.pdf
201–206 Week 32 week32.pdf
207–212 Week 33 week33.pdf
213–218 Week 34 week34.pdf
219–224 Week 35 week35.pdf
225–230 Week 36 week36.pdf

Contents of the Digital Resource CD (cont.)
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